Baan Hom Samunphrai Map

We are 9 kms south of Chiang Mai (bottom left on the map).

If you are coming from the Old City, start from the south west corner of the Klong (moat) and follow the highway past the Airport Plaza Shopping Mall. After 3.5km you will see a big blue & white sign for S.B. Furniture high up on your left. Turn left for 50 metres and then turn right to pass under the Mahidol Highway Bridge.

If you start from the centre of the Night Bazaar you will be on Chang Klang Road which goes almost the whole way. You pass Macdonalds on your left and then continue straight for about 3 kms until you pass under the same highway bridge. The rest is easy.

Show the map to the taxi driver -- tell him you want to go to Saraphi near the McKean Hospital ("Rong Payabaan McKeen" in Thai). He will phone us if he can’t figure out the map.
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